Monitoring is the act of collecting information concerning the characteristics and status of resources of interest. Monitoring grid resources is a lively research area given the challenges and manifold applications. The aim of this paper is to advance the understanding of grid monitoring by introducing the involved concepts, requirements, phases, and related standardisation activities, including Global Grid Forum's Grid Monitoring Architecture. Based on a refinement of the latter, the paper proposes a taxonomy of grid monitoring systems, which is employed to classify a wide range of projects and frameworks. The value of the offered taxonomy lies in that it captures a given system's scope, scalability, generality and flexibility. The paper concludes with, among others, a discussion of the considered systems, as well as directions for future research.
Introduction
The grid is perceived as a large-scale distributed system that supports scattered communities to form Virtual Organisations [1] , in order to collaborate for the realisation of common goals. This collaboration takes the form of managed sharing of on-line resources (e.g., software, hardware, data, instruments). However, grid resources, may dynamically join and leave, hence featuring a membership which varies over time; even in fairly static settings, resource availability is subject to failures. Given this transient nature, users must be supported in finding and keeping track of resources of interest; this is the main purpose of Grid Information Services (GIS) [2, 3] . In order for information services to address the mentioned user needs, they must systematically collect information regarding the current and, sometimes, past status of grid resources; a process known as monitoring.
In addition to information services, monitoring is also crucial in a variety of cases such as scheduling, data replication, accounting, performance analysis and optimisation of distributed systems or individual applications, self-tuning applications, and many more [4] . Also, given the increasing number of grid resources, real-time monitoring of their availability and utilisation is becoming essential for effective management, particularly regarding the detection of faults and bottlenecks and in some cases even their automatic resolution. Finally, identifying patterns of utilisation may form valuable input for long-term resource planning of grid infrastructures.
One may wonder how monitoring in the context of the grid differs from traditional monitoring of computer-related resources, which has been a research topic for several decades (e.g., [5] ). Grid monitoring is characterised by significant requirements including, among others, scalable support for both pull and push data delivery models applied over vast amounts of current and past monitoring data that may be distributed across organisations. In addition, a monitoring system's data format has to balance between extensibility and self-description on one hand and compactness on the other. The former is required to accommodate the everexpanding types of monitored resources, whereas the latter is a prerequisite for non-intrusive and scalable behaviour. The problem is further complicated by the continuous evolution of grid middleware and the lack of consensus regarding data representation, protocols and semantics, leading to ad hoc solutions of limited interoperability. Existing proprietary network and host monitoring applications lack the openness required for interoperability and customisation, while they also impose significant financial costs. Few of the equivalent open source projects have a potential and in fact some of them are actually employed for grid monitoring.
The aim of this document is to advance the understanding of the issues involved in grid monitoring, and to provide a classification of related projects. The paper's main contribution is a taxonomy of grid monitoring systems and its application in a wide range of monitoring systems. The key feature of the suggested taxonomy is that it allows the classification of monitoring systems based on the provision and characteristics of components defined in Global Grid Forum's Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA) [6] . The value of the proposed taxonomy lies in that it reflects a given system's scope and consequently generality, scalability and flexibility.
The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows. The next section defines the involved concepts, sets the requirements of the considered problem, briefly describes the process of monitoring, and outlines the Grid Monitoring Architecture and other standardisation/recommendation efforts promoted by the Global Grid Forum (GGF). In Section 3, we propose a taxonomy of monitoring systems. Sections 4-7 classify the considered systems in order of increasing scope, according to the proposed taxonomy. Section 8 briefly considers related work which is not intended to deliver implemented systems. The paper is complemented, in Section 9, by a summary and discussion of the considered systems, and concluded in Section 10.
Background
This section introduces the basic concepts and related terminology, as well as the main phases of a monitoring model. A brief explanation of the most evident requirements for monitoring systems, and an overview of GGF's Grid Monitoring Architecture, as well as other standardisation activities follows. tive (i.e., estimate measurements using custom benchmarks). The former typically provide OSspecific measurements while the latter are more intrusive.
The monitoring process
Monitoring distributed systems, and hence grids, typically includes four stages [8, 9] : (i) generation of events, that is, sensors enquiring entities and encoding the measurements according to a given schema; (ii) processing of generated events is application-specific and may take place during any stage of the monitoring process, typical examples include filtering according to some predefined criteria, or summarising a group of events (i.e., computing the average); (iii) distribution refers to the transmission of the events from the source to any interested parties; (iv) finally, presentation typically involves some further processing so that the overwhelming number of received events will be provided in a series of abstractions in order to enable an end-user to draw conclusions about the operation of the monitored system. A presentation, typically provided by a GUI application making use of visualisation techniques, may either use a real-time stream of events or a recorded trace usually retrieved from an archive. However, in the context of grids, we generalise the last stage as consumption since the users of the monitoring information are not necessarily humans and therefore visualisation may not be involved.
Requirements
A set of general requirements for monitoring systems that are considered important follows; these may vary considerably depending on the use cases that need to be supported by a specific system. Scalability: Monitoring systems have to cope efficiently with a growing number of resources, events and users. This scalability can be achieved as a result of good performance and low intrusiveness. The former guarantees that a monitoring system will achieve the needed throughput within an acceptable response time in a variety of load scenarios. The latter refers to the intrusiveness imposed by the monitoring system to the entities being monitored. Intrusiveness is typically measured as a function of host (processor, memory, I/O) and network load (bandwidth) generated by the collection, processing and distribution of events. It can be seen that a monitoring system with moderate performance will be insufficient in heavy load scenarios (many resources and/or users), whereas a system inflicting non-trivial intrusiveness degrades the capacity of the monitored resources.
Extensibility: A monitoring system must be extensible with respect to the supported resources and hence the events generated by the latter. To this end, desirable features include (i) an extensible and self-describing event encoding method (i.e., data format); (ii) an event schema service which allows controlled and dynamic extensions/modifications; (iii) a producer-consumer protocol that can accommodate new event types. At the same time, (i) and (iii) must be compact to minimise the previously described intrusiveness, which is so important for scalability.
Data delivery models: Monitoring information includes fairly static (e.g., software and hardware configuration of a given node) and dynamic events (e.g., current processor load, memory), which suggests the use of different measurement policies (e.g., periodic or on demand). In addition, consumer patterns may vary from sparse interactions to long lived subscriptions for receiving a constant stream of events. In this regard, the monitoring system must support both pull and push data delivery models (further discussed in the next section).
Portability: The portability of a monitoring system, and particularly that of the sensors, is of major importance; otherwise a system is unable to monitor specific types of resources, and hence support their visibility on the grid [10] . The concept of portability also applies to the generated events, meaning that any encapsulated measurements must be platform independent.
Security: Certain scenarios may require a monitoring service to support security services such as access control, single or mutual authentication of parties, and secure transport of monitoring information.
In addition, we have already mentioned that an event is a collection of timestamped typed data; hence a timestamp is required to allow consumers to estimate an event's freshness. This in turn suggests the requirement for a global notion of time between the components of a monitoring system and its users. A global notion of time in the Grid is needed anyhow (e.g., for security services), but in the context of monitoring there is a need for a much higher accuracy of clock synchronisation than what can be provided by established technologies (such as the Network Time Protocol [11] ).
A Grid Monitoring Architecture
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA) [6] put together by the Global Grid Forum to encourage discussion and implementations (i.e., it is not a standard). The main components of GMA are as follows ( Fig. 1): A producer is a process implementing at least one producer Application Programming Interface (API) for providing events. A consumer is any process that receives events by using an implementation of at least one consumer API. A registry is a lookup service that allows producers to publish the event types they generate, and consumers to find out the events they are interested in. 1 Additionally, a registry holds the details required for establishing communication with registered parties (e.g., address, supported protocol bindings, security requirements). Even for systems with no notion of events, registries can be useful for producers and consumers discovering each other.
Interactions: After discovering each other through the registry, producers and consumers communicate directly (i.e., not through the registry). GMA defines three types of interactions between producers and consumers. Publish/subscribe refers to a three-phase inter- action consisting of a subscription for a specific event type, a stream of events from a producer to a consumer, and a termination of the subscription. Both the establishment and the termination of a subscription can be initiated by any of the two parties. A query/response is an one-off interaction initiated by a consumer and followed by a single producer response containing one or more events. Finally, a notification can be sent by a producer to a consumer without any further interactions.
In addition to the three core components, the GMA defines a republisher (referred as compound component or intermediary) and a schema repository.
A republisher is any single component implementing both producer and consumer interfaces ( Fig. 2 ) for reasons such as filtering, aggregating, summarising, broadcasting, and caching. A schema repository holds the event schema, that is, the collection of defined event types. If a system is to support an extensible event schema, such a repository must have an interface for dynamic and controlled addition, modification and removal of any custom event types.
Republishers and the schema repository are considered as optional components, though one can easily see that they are essential parts of any sophisticated monitoring framework. The schema repository may be part of the registry, but in any case these two components must be replicated and distributed to allow for distribution of load and robustness.
The GMA, being an architecture, does not define implementation details such as employed data model, event schema, protocol bindings, registry engine and so Fig. 3 . Mapping GMA components to phases of monitoring. Square brackets and parenthesis indicate optional and grouped expressions respectively, whereas "+" stands for at least one repetition of the preceding item (see text for further explanation).
on. Probably the most important feature of the GMA is the separation of the discovery and retrieval operations (i.e., discover from the registry and retrieve from producers or republishers).
Revisiting GMA: Because GMA's components are fairly general, we correlate its main components to the phases of the monitoring process (as described in Section 2.2). As shown in Fig. 3 , a sensor (shown by a circle) must generate events (i.e., the first phase of monitoring), may process them and may make them available to local consumers only (e.g., through a local file); a producer (depicted as a box) may implement its own sensors, may process events (generated by built-in or external sensors) and must support their distribution to remote consumers, hence the producer interface; a republisher (shown as a rounded box) must apply some type of processing to collected events and make them available to other consumers; a hierarchy of republishers (shown as a polygon) consists of one or more (hence, the "+" sign) republishers; finally, a consumer (depicted as an ellipse) may apply some processing before presenting the results to the end-user or application.
Other recommendations and standards
The Global Grid Forum, in addition to the GMA document, hosts several other activities that relate to grid monitoring. Among others, a simple XMLbased producer-consumer protocol is informally described in [13] to encourage interoperability. Regarding event types, the Network Measurements Working Group (NM-WG) is developing an XML schema for exchanging network performance measurements within the framework of the Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI). On the same topic, the CIMbased Grid Schema Working Group (CGS-WG) is working towards the development of a Grid schema based on the Common Information Model (CIM) [14] , an object oriented, platform-independent standard that provides the means for specifying conceptual information models for management systems. Another schema is the Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment (GLUE), developed as part of the DataTag project in order to facilitate interoperability between selected US and EU Grid sites. The GLUE schema has gained wide acceptance given its adoption by Globus MDS3. Finally, the Grid Benchmark Research Group (GB-WG) aims to specify metrics and benchmarks to promote, among others, quantitative comparability of grid hardware and middleware, applications, and practices.
A scope-oriented taxonomy of monitoring approaches and frameworks
The previous section has refined the GMA components by mapping them to monitoring phases. This section proposes a taxonomy of monitoring systems, which is primarily concerned with a system's provision of GMA components (as they were defined in Fig. 3 ). The categories of the proposed taxonomy are named from zero to three depending on the provision and characteristics of a system's producers and republishers (Fig. 4) .
Level 0: Events flow from sensors to consumers in either an on-line or an offline fashion (i.e., at the time of measurements being taken or after- wards, using a trace file). In the on-line case, the sensors store locally any measurements, which are accessed in an application-specific way. from producers, provide republishers that are configurable, allowing their organisation in an arbitrarily structured hierarchy. As explained earlier, in a hierarchy of republishers every node collects and processes events from lower level producers or republishers for reasons such as the provision of customised views or preparation of higher-level events. Third level systems have a potential for scalability and may form a standalone Grid Information Service (assuming support for a variety of grid resources). Whether they actually are scalable depends on the multiplicity and distribution of components according to the arbitrary hierarchy that is adopted in specific deployments. Since the actual scalability is configuration-dependent, the taxonomy simply highlights which systems have the potential for scalability.
The taxonomy includes a multiplicity qualifier to capture whether republishers in second level systems within an organisation are centralised (i.e., one republisher), merely distributed, or distributed with support for replication. The multiplicity (and distribution) of producers over sensors (in systems of all levels) is not significant since, according to the given definition, at least one producer is required per monitored host. The multiplicity of republishers over producers in third level systems can vary based on the adopted hierarchy.
Another qualifier refers to the type of entities that are primarily monitored by a considered system. This qualifier can be any of hosts, networks, applications, availability and generic. The last one denoting generalpurpose systems that support events for at least hosts and networks.
Last, the stackable qualifier denotes whether a monitoring system is intended to employ another system's producers or republishers, in other words operate on top of it. A stackable, say, first level system can be more promising than a non-stackable system of the same level, because the former encapsulates (part of) the functionality of another monitoring system. Based on the above categories and qualifiers, considered systems are characterised using the form L{0-3}. {H,N,A,V,G}. [S] , where the number denotes the level, the following letter the nature of monitored entities (Hosts, Networks, Applications, Availability, Generic), and an optional S implies whether the system is stackable. Specifically for second level systems, an a, b or c letter follows the level number to denote (a) a single centralised republisher; (b) more than one distributed republisher; (c) distributed republishers supporting data replication. For instance, L2c.H denotes a second level system concerning mainly hosts and having more than one republisher that supports data replication.
Goals and audience: The goal of the taxonomy is to provide a simple means to describe a monitoring system's features with respect to: (i) its compliance with core GMA components; (ii) main target of monitored entities (e.g., network, hosts, etc.); (iii) whether a system can or has to operate on top of another system.
Developers would be primarily interested in systems that provide their functionality via APIs; thus they would be looking first for L1 systems. Administrators that are interested in performance or reliability will have to look for at least L2b (distributed republishers) and L2c (distributed and replicated republishers) systems, respectively; they can also identify systems that depend or may operate on top of other systems with the stackable qualifier. Users that need general-purpose systems that, when appropriately deployed, can scale beyond organisation-wide installations need to look for L3 systems. Users and others can also find useful the monitored entities qualifier to identify generic systems or those primarily concerned with hosts, networks, applications, or availability.
Level 0: self-contained systems
A monitoring system is characterised as "selfcontained" when it does not expose its functionality through a producer interface. To this end, such a system can be used only in predefined and rigid ways (e.g., through a GUI). The considered self-contained systems, MapCenter and GridICE, support grid administrators in monitoring the availability (in the former) and utilisation (in the latter) of grid resources, through web front-ends.
MapCenter (L0.V.S)
MapCenter [15] , developed as part of the EU DataGrid project, is a monitoring application which provides web users a visualisation of the availability and distribution of services throughout a Grid. It is intended as a grid administration tool for tracking availability problems. At the time of writing, MapCenter was deployed in more than 10 major grid installations, including the EU DataGrid.
Overview: MapCenter builds and periodically updates a model of the network services available in a grid, and provides this information in several logical views (sites, Virtual Organisations (VOs), applications, geographical) through a web interface. It is important to note that the information provided by MapCenter is about the availability of grid nodes and their services (e.g., the daemons of Globus' Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS), etc.); hence MapCenter does not keep details concerning configuration and utilisation of resources. However, it does allow users to dynamically query an MDS server (using a PHP-based LDAP client), ping and otherwise interact with hosts (using CGI scripts).
MapCenter has a number of coordinated threads, polling specific ports of a set of hosts according to a configuration file. In addition, there is support for automatic discovery of UDP, TCP, and HTTP-based (e.g., grid) services, by means of probing to well-known ports [16] .
MapCenter's configuration along with the retrieved status information is kept in a flat text file. The latter is used to update periodically a set of HTML files which present the previously mentioned logical views. Of these, the graphical view illustrates the nodes on a geographical map using localisation information retrieved from the WHOIS Internet service.
In the taxonomy's context, MapCenter's polling threads are considered sensors because they merely store locally any acquired events, as opposed to providing them via a producer API. To this end, MapCenter is classified as L0.V.S because it lacks producers (level zero), is concerned with hosts and services availability, and operates on top of existing information services (stackable). MapCenter can be converted to a first level system by providing the monitoring events through a producer API.
GridICE (L0.G.S)
GridICE [17] , also known as the InterGrid Monitor Map and EDT-Monitor [18] , was developed as part of the DataTag project in order to facilitate grid administrators. It provides status and utilisation information at Virtual Organisation, site and resource level, as well as basic statistics derived from historical traces and realtime alerts, all through a web front-end.
Overview: GridICE has a centralised architecture where a main server periodically queries a set of nodes to extract information about the status of grid and network services, and the utilisation of resources. The main server is based on Nagios, an open source, host and network service monitor that can be easily extended by the use of custom monitoring and notification plugins. GridICE has an MDS plugin (see Section 7.2) for periodically querying Globus index information servers and information providers, whereas other plugins can be built, say, for RGMA. The collected information is stored in a DBMS and used to build aggregate statistics (e.g., total memory per site), trigger alerts and dynamically configure Nagios to monitor any newly discovered resources. End-users access the service through a PHP-based web front-end which includes logical views at VO, site and entity level as well as a geographical map.
GridICE employs a custom extension of the GLUE schema in order to support network-, and processrelated events. There are concerns in terms of scalability given the centralised architecture and the frequent polling that has to be performed. A way of resolving this could be to distribute the overall load among several Nagios servers organised in a hierarchy.
GridICE is a rather uncommon system in that it has its own sensors for taking raw measurements within monitored hosts and uses Globus MDS as producers of those measurements. A Nagios server collects events from MDS daemons as described earlier, constructs higher-level events and provides them through the web. The Nagios server republishes raw measurements as useful abstractions, yet without a producer API and thus cannot be considered a republisher. On this basis, GridICE can be classified either as a zero or a first level system depending on whether the information of interest is the abstracted events or the raw measurements, respectively. GridICE can be converted to a second level system by providing its abstractions via a producer API.
Level 1: producer-only systems
As an example of a first level system, this section presents Autopilot, a framework for implementing selfadapting applications.
Autopilot (L1.A)
Autopilot [19] is a framework for enabling applications to dynamically adapt to changing environments. This run-time tuning ability is important for applications having to choose among a variety of policies (e.g., schedulers) as well as those that need to adapt to a dynamic environment, such as the grid. Autopilot's main ideas are leveraged in the grid Application Development Software (GrADS) project [20] , which aims to facilitate end-users in the development, execution and tuning of grid enabled applications. In GrADS, grid applications are characterised with performance requirements (specified in so-called "contracts"); among others, a real-time monitor compares an application's progress against the requirements of its contract and triggers corrective actions in case of violations.
Overview: Application adaptivity requires realtime performance measurements (i.e., generation of application-specific events), reasoning whether there is a need for a corrective action and, if so, instructing the application to perform the latter. Autopilot's functionality is implemented in separate components, namely sensors, actuators, clients and distributed name servers.
Applications instrumented for Autopilot include sensors and actuators for remotely reading and writing respectively, application-level variables. Sensors and actuators are described by property lists (e.g., name, location, type of variable measured/controlled, etc.), have attached functions and register themselves to a name service (i.e., a registry). Property lists are used by clients (i.e., consumers) to lookup in the registry for sensors. Attached functions implement data reduction techniques (e.g., summarisation) in case of sensors or perform requested actions in case of actuators.
An Autopilot client finds out "interesting" sensors through the registry and subscribes for receiving their events. Subsequently, a client uses an applicationspecific logic-that is defined as a fuzzy logic rule base-to make decisions and, if applicable, instruct an actuator to perform adaptive actions. In addition, clients manage sensors, in terms of activation and sampling frequency, through appropriate actuators.
Autopilot's events are represented in either binary or ASCII encodings according to the Pablo Self-Defining Data Format [21] . As the name implies, SDDF encoded events include descriptions of their structure, though the actual semantics are not specified. The binary format can be employed between machines of same or different byte order conventions, whereas the ASCII encoding must be used in cases of different word length or floating point representations.
In the context of the taxonomy, the Autopilot sensors operate as producers since they not only take measurements but also provide the means for accessing them remotely. Combined with the focus on application monitoring, Autopilot is classified as L1.A.
Level 2: producer and republisher systems
This section is concerned with monitoring systems that include producers and one or more special pur-pose republishers. The considered systems, described in alphabetical order, are listed here under the three subcategories of second level systems.
Centralised republisher: an administration oriented monitoring framework based on the CODE framework; Hawkeye, an administration oriented system for monitoring and management of computer clusters; GridRM, a proposal for integrating the diverse monitoring sources typically available in a grid site. Distributed republishers: HBM, an unreliable fault detector of fail-stop failures; JAMM, a host monitoring prototype with managed sensors; Mercury, GridLab's organisation-level monitoring system; NetLogger, an application performance analysis toolkit that was extended with components for providing a producer interface and controlling application-level sensors; OCM-G, an interactive-applications monitoring system for execution steering and performance analysis; Remos, a prototype similar to NWS that additionally provides logical views of network topologies; SCALEA-G, an extensible, serviceoriented monitoring and performance analysis system for both applications and resources. Distributed republishers with replication: NWS, a network monitoring and forecasting service providing end-to-end measurements and predictions.
CODE-based monitoring system (L2a.G)
The considered system [22] is concerned with monitoring and managing organisation-wide Globus-based grid installations, and is used in the NASA Information Power Grid (IPG). It is based on CODE [23] , a framework for Control and Observation in Distributed Environments, primarily intended to facilitate computer systems administration.
Overview: The CODE framework includes observers, actors, managers and a directory service. Each observer process manages a set of sensors and provides their events through an event producer interface, hence acting as a producer. Every actor process can be asked, through an actor interface, to perform specific actions, such as restarting a daemon or sending an email. A manager process consumes the events from one or more producers and, based on a management logic (a series of if-then statements, or an expert system), instructs actors to perform specific actions.
Producers and actors register their location, events and actions in an LDAP-based registry where managers lookup for the appropriate producers and actors.
A management agent, consisting of an observer, an actor and a manager, is placed in each Grid Resource and Allocation Manager (GRAM) and Grid Information Service (GIS) server of a Globus installation. Events generated by management agents are forwarded to an event archive which is discovered through the registry. A GUI management front-end (i.e., a consumer) retrieves events from the archive (a republisher) to illustrate the current status of hosts and networks. Also, the management application allows a user to perform simple actions, such as Globus daemons and user accounts management, based on what is advertised in the registry. The GGF's XML producer-consumer protocol is employed for exchanging events, while the event archive is an XML database queried using XPath.
The CODE monitoring system is intended for hosts, networks and services, and has a single instance of a republisher per installation and thus is classified as L2a.G.
GridRM (L2a.H.S)
Grid Resource Monitoring (GridRM) [24] is a research project that aims to provide a unified way of accessing a diverse set of monitoring data sources, that are typically found in grid environments (e.g., Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [25] , Ganglia, NetLogger, Network Weather Service (NWS), etc.). 2 Overview: In GridRM, every organisation has a Java-based gateway that collects and normalises events from local monitoring systems. In this respect, every gateway operates as a republisher of external (to GridRM) producers. A global registry is used to support consumers in discovering gateways providing information of interest.
Each gateway consists of a global and a local layer. The former includes an abstract layer which interfaces with platform-specific consumer APIs (Java, Web/Grid Services, etc.) and a security layer that applies an or-ganisation's access control policy. The local layer, has several components including an abstract data layer and a request handler. The latter receives consumer queries from the global layer and collects real-time or archived data from appropriate sources depending on the query's type (last state or historical). The abstract data layer includes several JDBC-based drivers, each one for retrieving data from a specific producer. The Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) interface is Java's standard way of interoperating with databases; GridRM hides the diversity of monitoring sources behind JDBC's widely used interface.
Gateways represent events according to the GLUE schema. Consumers form and submit SQL queries using GLUE as the vocabulary, and gateways forward the queries to the appropriate drivers.
GridRM is a research proposal that has to resolve several issues. For instance, the GLUE schema is under development and hence not complete; custom extensions must be made or adopted to support events for networks, processes and applications. Also, it is not clear whether the joining of information from several gateways is performed by clients themselves or by gateways (e.g., iteratively or recursively). In the latter case and in addition to the load generated by the constant conversion of collected events to the GLUE schema, gateways are likely to become a bottleneck, whereas they also pose a single point of failure.
In the context of the taxonomy, GridRM is classified as L2a.H.S, namely a stackable second level system with a centralised republisher per organisation, that is currently focused on host events (GLUE must be extended accordingly to consider GridRM a generic monitoring system).
Hawkeye (L2a.G)
Hawkeye [26] , is a monitoring and management tool for clusters of computers. Although Hawkeye uses some technology from Condor [27] it is available as a standalone distribution for Linux and Solaris.
Overview: Every monitored node hosts a monitoring agent (producer) that periodically calculates a set of metrics, which reflect the host's state, and communicates them to a central manager. The metrics are represented in XML-encoded Condor's classified advertisements (classads) [28] , that is, simple attribute-value pairs with optional use of expressions.
The central manager (republisher) indexes the current state of nodes for fast query execution, and periodically stores it into a round robin database to maintain an archive. The monitoring information in the central manager, in addition to an API, can be accessed via command line utilities, and web and GUI frontends.
Administrators can submit jobs to monitored nodes, either for unconditional execution or to be triggered as a response to specific events (e.g., when disk space is running out).
Hawkeye is a second level, general-purpose monitoring system with a centralised republisher, i.e., L2a.G.
HBM (L2b.V)
The Globus Heartbeat Monitor [29] (HBM) is an implementation of an unreliable fault-detection service of fail-stop failures of processes and hosts. A fault detector is considered unreliable if there is a possibility of erroneously reporting failures. A fail-stop failure of a component refers to the class of failures that are permanent and can be detected by external components. HBM was employed in early versions of Globus to verify the availability of grid services, but has been dropped due to the later adoption of soft-state protocols (i.e., services subscribe to a registry and periodically renew their subscription, which otherwise expires).
Overview: HBM consists of local monitors (producers), data collectors (republishers) and consumers. For instance, a consumer can be a program that is responsible for the availability of specific services, or a process of a distributed parallel program. In HBM, a local monitor has to be running in monitored hosts, and hosts of monitored processes. Every monitored process registers to the local monitor residing in the same host. A local monitor periodically detects the state of all the monitored processes and communicates their status to interested data collectors. Upon the receipt of messages from local monitors, data collectors have to determine the availability status of specific processes, and notify accordingly any previously registered consumers.
With respect to the taxonomy, HBM is characterised as L2b.V, namely a second level system with distributed republishers that is concerned with the availability of hosts and processes.
JAMM (L2b.G)
Java Agents for Monitoring and Management (JAMM) [30] was an effort to leverage the achievements of NetLogger (see Section 6.7) for building a GMA-like monitoring system with managed sensors.
Overview: JAMM places a sensor manager per host, implemented using Java RMI, in order to achieve dynamic activation of sensors either by (i) monitoring network ports for incoming connections and enabling sensors related to the load generated by the invoked application, or (ii) after an explicit request made by a GUI management application.
Every host is associated with a gateway where its events are being sent using NetLogger's Universal Logger Message (ULM) format. Consumers can lookup in an LDAP-based registry for available sensors and their associated gateways, and retrieve the events they are interested in, from the latter.
In the context of the taxonomy, JAMM's sensors operate as producers because they generate and disseminate events; gateways serve as republishers that aggregate and optionally filter incoming events according to consumer queries. Since there may be more than one republishers but replication is not supported, JAMM is classified as L2b.G.
Mercury (L2b.G)
Mercury [31] [32] [33] is a generic and extensible monitoring system, built as part of the GridLab project. The latter aims in the development of a Grid Application Toolkit to facilitate developers in building gridaware applications [34] . Mercury is a grid-enhanced version of the GRM distributed monitor [35, 36] of the P-GRADE graphical parallel program development environment. GRM is an instrumentation library for message-passing applications in traditional parallel environments (such as clusters and supercomputers).
Overview: Mercury consists of one local monitor per host (producer), a main monitor, and a monitoring service (republisher). Local monitors employ a set of sensors, implemented as loadable modules, to collect information about the local node, including host status, applications, etc., and send it to the main monitor. The latter coordinates local monitors according to requests received from the monitoring service and also serves requests from local (i.e., site-level) consumers.
The monitoring service is where external consumers submit their queries. Upon the receipt of such a query, the monitoring service validates it against the site policy and, if valid, instructs the main monitor to perform the query, which in turn coordinates the involved local monitors. Eventually, the monitoring service receives the results from the main monitor, transforms the platform-specific measurements to comparable values and finally forwards them to the consumer.
Mercury defines a custom producer-consumer protocol that supports multi-channel communication and uses External Data Representation (XDR) for the encoding of events. In addition, a library and a special sensor are provided for the instrumentation of applications, so that a job can generate custom events which are sent to the sensor and read by the local monitor. Mercury also provides decision-making modules that inform actuators on adapting the monitoring process and steering applications.
The main monitor in Mercury may be deployed in several instances to allow for load distribution. Combined with the described architecture and the support for events related to hosts, networks and applications, Mercury is classified as L2b.G.
NetLogger (L2a.A)
The Network Application Logger Toolkit (NetLogger) [37] is used for performance analysis of complex systems such as client-server and/or multi-threaded applications. NetLogger combines network, host and application events and thus provides an overall view that facilitates the identification of performance bottlenecks.
Overview: NetLogger consists of four components: an API and its library (available for C, C++, Java, Perl and Python), tools for collecting and manipulating logs (i.e., events), host and network sensors (typically wrappers of Unix monitoring programs), and a front-end for visualisation of real-time or historical events.
An application is manually instrumented by invoking NetLogger's API calls typically before and after (disk/network) I/O requests and any time-consuming computations. Events are tagged by the developer with a textual description, and by the library with a timestamp and some host-and network-related events. The generated events are stored to either a local file, a syslog daemon or a remote host. Prior to transmission, events are locally buffered to minimise the overhead imposed in high rates of generation.
In terms of data encoding, NetLogger supports the text-based Universal Logger Message format (ULM), along with binary and XML-based encodings, allowing developers to choose the imposed overhead. In addition, the API was extended to allow for dynamic (de)activation of logging by periodically checking a local or remote configuration file. Concerning robustness, another extension to the API supports dynamic fail-over to a secondary logging destination in case the original remote host becomes unavailable.
GMA-like NetLogger application monitoring:
In an attempt to line up NetLogger with the GMA concepts, Gunter et al. [38] extended NetLogger's framework by adding a monitoring activation service which is further elaborated in [39] . An activation service consists of three components: an activation manager and an activation producer per installation (republisher), and an activation node per host (producer).
An activation manager holds the logging detail required for applications instrumented with NetLogger (including an option for deactivation of logging) and a simple client is provided for setting these values remotely. Each activation node periodically queries the activation manager for the required logging levels and communicates this information to the local applications through configuration files that are periodically checked by the latter. Applications are instructed to log events in a local file wherefrom the activation node forwards them asynchronously to the activation producer. The latter passively accepts events from activation nodes and matches them to consumer subscriptions, expressed as simple filters.
All interactions among the activation service components employ pyGMA, which is a Python SOAPbased implementation of producer, consumer and registry interfaces similar to those defined in the GGF XML producer-consumer protocol [13] . In contrast, the transfer of events from activation nodes to producers can be done using any of the NetLogger transport options, hence ULM, binary or XML formats.
Remarks: Considerable intrusiveness is introduced because of activation nodes having to periodically poll the activation manager, and applications to periodically check their configuration file. Also, instead of manual configuration, a registry could be used to support the dynamic discovery of activation service components.
Given a registry where all components would be subscribing their details, it would be far less intrusive to have the activation manager to inform activation nodes of logging level updates instead of the current design where activation nodes have to poll activation managers every 5 s.
NetLogger is classified as L2a.A, namely a second level system with a centralised republisher that is intended for application monitoring.
NWS (L2c.N)
The Network Weather Service is a portable (ANSI C-based) and non-intrusive performance monitoring and forecasting distributed system, primarily intended to support scheduling and dynamic resource allocation [40, 10] .
Overview: In NWS, a host employs sensors for estimating CPU load, memory utilisation and end-to-end network bandwidth and latency for all possible sensor pairs. Sensors combine passive and active monitoring methods, to accomplish accurate measurements, and are stateless to improve robustness and minimise intrusiveness. Network sensors in particular employ a set of techniques for avoiding conflicts among competing sensors. Sensors are managed through a sensor control process and their events are sent to a memory service, both of which can be replicated for distribution of load and fault-tolerance. All components subscribe to an LDAP-based registry (referred as name service), using a soft-state protocol.
A forecasting process consumes events from the memory service to generate load predictions using a variety of forecasting libraries. A CGI-based front-end exposes current performance measurements and predictions to end-users.
NWS has a small number of sophisticated and portable sensors, while there are prototypes for disk I/O, Network File System (NFS) and system availability. Current interfaces include C, LDAP and Globus Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS) wrapper shell scripts, whereas a prototype has been under development for the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [41] .
In terms of the taxonomy, NWS sensors operate as producers (i.e., measure and disseminate events), and memory services and forecasters serve as republishers; forecasters always operate on top of memory services.
Since memory services can be configured for replication, NWS is classified as L2c.N.
More recently, Topomon [42] has extended NWS to provide network topology information, which can be used to compute minimum spanning trees between two given hosts, in terms of latency or bandwidth. As part of that extension, Topomon has a republisher operating on top of NWS memory and forecasting processes, and employs GGF's XML producer-consumer protocol.
OCM-G (L2b.A)
OMIS Compliant Monitor (OCM-G) [43] is a monitoring system for interactive grid applications, developed as part of the EU CrossGrid project [44] . OCM-G is a grid-enhanced implementation of the On-line Monitoring Interface Specification (OMIS) [45] . OMIS defines a standard interface between instrumented applications and consumers.
Overview: OCM-G's overall architecture is rather similar to that of Mercury. There are per-host local monitors and per-site service managers. Local monitors have a producer interface for disseminating events generated by statically or dynamically instrumented applications (sensors). End-user performance tools (consumers) address commands to service managers (republishers), which in turn contact the local monitors of the involved applications.
OCM-G supports three kinds of services: ondemand retrieval of events; manipulation of running applications for performance-enhancement and steering; and execution of actions upon the detection of specific events.
OCM-G is intended to be customisable with respect to performance/overhead tradeoffs (such as the buffer size for storing the events in local monitors). This is due to the emphasis on interactive applications, that require low-latency monitoring to support real-time user feedback. Also, OCM-G defines numerous low-level events (so-called metrics) to allow performance tools to define composite events with custom semantics. In addition, OCM-G allows enquiries for host-and network-related events to facilitate performance analysis (i.e., as in NetLogger), and supports certificate-based authentication and access control of users as well as local monitors and service managers.
In the context of the taxonomy, OCM-G is characterised as L2b.A, i.e., a second level system with distributed republishers that is focused on application monitoring.
Remos (L2b.N.S)
The Resource Monitoring System (Remos) provides to network-aware applications an application programming interface (API) for run-time enquiry of performance measurements of local and wide area networks [46, 47] .
Overview: Remos has a query-based interface featuring two abstractions, namely flows and network topologies. A flow represents a communication link between two applications. In contrast, a network topology graph provides a logical view of the physical interconnection between compute and network nodes, annotated with information on link capacity, current bandwidth utilisation and latency.
Remos consists of several types of collectors, a modeller and a prediction service. A variety of collectors is employed to accommodate the heterogeneity of networks: SNMP and bridge collectors for SNMP-aware routers and Ethernet switches respectively; benchmark collectors for network links where SNMP is not available, typically wide area network (WAN) links. SNMP and bridge collectors correspond to republishers making use of external producers (SNMP); benchmark collectors are producers implementing active sensors.
In addition, every site has a master collector, which accepts queries from modellers. A master collector coordinates the appropriate collectors for the execution of a given query, and collects, merges and sends the results to the query's originator, effectively acting as a higher level republisher. These results are raw measurements and it is the modeller's responsibility to build the (flow or topology) abstractions before forwarding them to the application. Every application has its own modeller, which is a process running on the same host, which makes modellers part of consumers.
In addition to current load measurements, Remos' API supports predictions for host load and network events (e.g., bandwidth utilisation and latency), of which only the former was implemented at the time of writing, using the RPS toolkit [48] .
Because of the complexity involved in networks (e.g., routing protocols, heterogeneity of devices, etc.), Remos provides "best effort" measurements annotated with statistical parameters (e.g., standard deviation, confidence). Remos' design focuses on the provision of a consistent interface, independently of the underlying network technicalities, and on portability, hence the use of SNMP and simple system-independent benchmarks.
Remos employs a variety of producers (external SNMP producers, benchmark collectors) and republishers (SNMP collectors, master collectors, predictor), which however have to be connected in a predefined way. On this basis, Remos is classified as L2b.N.S, that is, a stackable (since it operates on top of SNMP) second level system with optional support for multiple first-level republishers (SNMP collectors) per installation.
SCALEA-G (L2b.G)
SCALEA-G is an extensible, service-oriented 3 instrumentation, monitoring and performance analysis framework for hosts, networks and applications.
Overview: SCALEA-G [49] implements a variety of grid services (see Section 7.2), including sensor, sensor manager, instrumentation, archival, registry and client services. A sensor manager service interacts with sensor service instances, which may be on the same or different hosts. This implies that SCALEA-G sensors are equivalent to producers and sensor managers to republishers. An archival service provides persistent storage of monitoring information. Producers and republishers are registered in and discovered from a sensor repository and a directory service, respectively. (The directory service and sensor repository services combined, provide the functionality of a registry.)
An application instrumentation service is partially built on existing systems (SCALEA [50] and Dyninst [51] ) to support source-level and dynamic instrumentation. Consumers interact with the instrumentation service using an XML-based instrumentation request language that defines request/response messages.
All messages are encoded in XML according to predefined schemas, and consumers can pose XPath/ XQuery queries or establish subscriptions with sensor manager services. Globus' Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) is employed to provide security services such as consumer authentication and authorisation. SCALEA-G is complemented by GUI programs for configuring the system and conducting performance analysis.
SCALEA-G is a second level general-purpose monitoring system with distributed republishers, namely L2b.G.
Level 3: hierarchy of republishers
This section focuses on third level monitoring systems, that is, frameworks featuring producers and general purpose republishers which can form an arbitrarily structured hierarchy. The considered systems are: Ganglia, a fairly scalable and widely used cluster monitoring system; Globus MDS, the Monitoring and Discovery Service of the most widely deployed grid middleware; MonALISA, a Jini-based monitoring prototype for large distributed systems; Paradyn with Multicast/Reduction Network, a system for application performance analysis; RGMA, a relational approach to GMA, that is intended to operate as a standalone Grid Information Service (GIS). MDS, MonALISA and RGMA can be configured for stackable operation, i.e., run on top of other monitoring systems. Among others, both systems can be configured to retrieve and query information provided by a Ganglia installation.
Ganglia (L3.G)
Ganglia [52] is an open source hierarchical monitoring system, primarily designed for computer clusters but also used in grid installations. Ganglia at the time of writing was deployed in more than 500 clusters. Overview: At the cluster level, membership is determined with a broadcast, soft-state protocol-softstate means that membership must be periodically renewed by explicit messages or otherwise expires. All nodes have a multi-threaded daemon (Ganglia monitoring daemon) performing the following tasks:
• Collecting and broadcasting External Data Representation (XDR) encoded events from the local host.
• Listening the broadcasts sent by other nodes and locally maintaining the cluster's state.
• Replying to consumer queries about any node in the local cluster, using XML encoded messages.
Given the above actions, a cluster's status is replicated among all nodes, which act as producers, result-ing in distribution of load and fault-tolerance, but also in high network and host intrusiveness.
An arbitrarily structured hierarchy of republishers (referred as Ganglia meta-daemons) periodically collect and aggregate events from lower level data sources, store them in round-robin databases, and provide them on demand to higher level republishers. Data sources may be either producers (on behalf of a cluster) or other republishers (on behalf of several clusters); in both cases an XML-encoding is employed.
Ganglia does not have a registry and therefore the location of producers and republishers must be known through out-of-band means. The databases serve as archives and are also used by a web-based visualisation application providing cluster-and node-level statistics. Simple command line utilities are provided for adding new event types and querying producers and republishers.
Remarks: Ganglia introduces considerable, albeit linear, overhead both at hosts and networks at cluster and hierarchy levels, because of the multicast updates in the former, and XML event encoding in the latter. The network intrusiveness imposed by republishers connected through WAN links is of considerable importance given the associated costs. Other concerns include the availability of IP multicast, and the lack of a registry since Ganglia was primarily intended for clusters, which are fairly static compared to grids.
Globus MDS (L3.G.S)
The Monitoring and Discovery Service [2, 3] , formerly known as the Metacomputing Directory Service, constitutes the information infrastructure of the Globus toolkit [53] .
Overview: MDS 2.x is based on two core protocols: the Grid Information Protocol (GRIP) and the Grid Registration Protocol (GRRP). The former allows query/response interactions and search operations. GRIP is complemented by GRRP, which is for maintaining soft-state registrations between MDS components.
The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [54] is adopted as a data model and representation (i.e., hierarchical and LDIF respectively-LDAP Directory Interchange Format), a query language and a transport protocol for GRIP, and as a transport protocol for GRRP. Given the LDAP-based hierarchical data model, entities are represented as one or more LDAP objects defined as typed attribute-value pairs and organised in a hierarchical structure, called the Directory Information Tree (DIT).
The MDS framework consists of information providers (sensors), Grid Resource Information Services (GRIS-producers) and Grid Index Information Services (GIIS-republishers). Both producers and republishers are implemented as backends for the open source OpenLDAP server implementation.
Producers collect events from information providers, either from a set of shell scripts or from loadable modules via an API. In addition, producers provide their events to republishers or to consumers using GRIP, and register themselves to one or more republishers using GRRP.
Republishers form a hierarchy in which each node typically aggregates the information provided by lower level republishers (and producers in case of first level republishers). Republishers use GRIP and GRRP as part of the consumer and producer interfaces, though custom implementations could offer alternative producer interfaces (i.e., relational). Several roles may be served by republishers, including the provision of special purpose views (e.g. application-specific), organisation-level views and so on.
Consumers may submit queries to either producers or republishers, or discover producers through republishers, in any case using GRIP.
Remarks: The hierarchical data model along with LDAP's referral capability (i.e., forward a query to an authoritative server) accommodates well the need for autonomy of resource providers and decentralised maintenance. Also, MDS supports security services, such as access control, through the use of the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) [55] . However, LDAP features a non-declarative query interface that requires knowledge of the employed schema. In addition, the performance of OpenLDAP's update operationwhich is by far the most frequently used-has been very much criticised.
MDS3: Globus was re-designed and implemented as part of the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [41] , a web services-based framework aiming to enhance interoperability among heterogeneous systems through service orientation (i.e., hiding the underlying details by means of consistent interfaces). In OGSA, everything is represented as a grid service, that is, a web service that complies to some conventions, including the implementation of a set of grid service interfaces (portTypes in WSDL terminology). Every grid service exposes its state and attributes through the implementation of the GridService portType and, optionally, the Notification-Source portType, which correspond to pull and push data delivery models, respectively.
In this respect, the functionality of the MDS2 Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS) is encapsulated within grid services. In OGSA, the equivalent of the MDS2 Grid Index Information Service (GIIS) is the Index Service which, among others, provides a framework for aggregation and indexing of subscribed grid services and lower level Index Services. Index Services are organised in a hierarchical fashion just like the GIISs in MDS2.
Information is represented in XML according to the GLUE schema. Simple queries can be formed by specifying a grid service and one or more service data elements, whereas more complex expressions are supported using XPath.
MonALISA (L3.G.S)
MonALISA (Monitoring Agents using a Large Integrated Services Architecture) [56] is a Jini-based [57] , extensible monitoring framework for hosts and networks in large-scale distributed systems. It can interface with locally available monitoring and batch queueing systems through the use of appropriate modules. The collected information is locally stored and made available to higher level services, including a GUI front-end for visualising the collected monitoring events.
Overview: MonALISA is based on the Dynamic Distributed Services Architecture (DDSA) [58] which includes one station server per site or facility within a grid, and a number of Jini lookup discovery services (i.e., equivalent to registries). The latter can join and leave dynamically, while information can be replicated among discovery services of common groups.
A station server hosts, schedules, and restarts if necessary, a set of agent-based services. Each service registers to a set of discovery services wherefrom can be found from other services. The registration in Jini is lease-based, meaning that it has to be periodically renewed, and includes contact information, event types of interest and the code required to interact with a given service.
Each station server hosts a multi-threaded monitoring service, which collects data from locally available monitoring sources (e.g., SNMP, Ganglia, LSF, PBS, Hawkeye) using readily available modules. The collected data are locally stored and indexed in either an embedded or an external database, and provided on demand to clients (i.e., consumer services).
A client, after discovering a service through the lookup service, downloading its code and instantiating a proxy, can submit real-time and historical queries or subscribe for events of a given type. Custom information (i.e., not part of the schema) can be acquired by deploying a digitally signed agent filter to the remote host. In addition, non-Java clients can use a WSDL/SOAP binding.
Services and modules can be managed through an administration GUI, allowing an authenticated user to remotely configure what needs to be monitored. Also, MonALISA has a facility for periodically checking the availability of new versions and automatically updating any obsolete services.
Current applications of MonALISA are a GUI front-end featuring several forms of status visualisation (maps, histograms, tables, etc.) and dynamic optimisation of network routing for the needs of a video conference application. Future plans include building higher level services for supporting job scheduling and data replication.
Concluding, MonALISA provides a generalpurpose and flexible framework, though it could be argued that Java restricts the overall performance. Also, Jini is using multicast, which is not always available, and places scalability limits. In terms of the taxonomy, external (to MonALISA) monitoring sources are producers, whereas monitoring services and other higher-level services serve as republishers by collecting data from producers and providing higher level abstractions, respectively. To this end, MonALISA is classified as L3.G.S meaning that custom-built republishers can be structured in a custom hierarchy; a variety of entities can be monitored; the system is stackable.
Paradyn/MRNet (L3.A)
Paradyn [59] is a performance analysis toolkit for long running, parallel, distributed and sequential applications. It supports dynamic instrumentation, that is, insertion, modification and removal of instrumentation code during program execution.
Paradyn originally had a first-level architecture (i.e., consumers and producers only), consisting of an enduser GUI for application performance analysis and control, that consumes data originating from the processes of an instrumented distributed application. Scalability concerns arising from performance analysis of applications with hundreds of processes motivated the development of Multicast/Reduction Network. MRNet [60, 61] is a communication system, with support for multicast and data aggregation services, for use in parallel tools-available separately and as part of Paradyn.
Overview: In addition to Paradyn's end-user GUI (consumer, referred as front-end), parallel processes of an application (sensors) and a back-end per process (producers), MRNet provides a program that can be run in many instances in potentially different hosts to form a custom hierarchy of internal processes (republishers) that transfer data from producers to a single consumer and vice versa. Producers and consumers can use MRNet's communication facilities using the provided C++ library.
MRNet republishers support synchronisation and transformation filters to determine when packets should be forwarded up the hierarchy (e.g., wait for a packet from every child node) and to apply packetspecific data-reduction techniques (e.g., deliver to the consumer the average of all producers' measurements as opposed to all values). Also, an MRNetinstrumented consumer uses multicast for sending control requests to producers, thus scaling better for large number of producers.
Paradyn with MRNet is reported [60] to scale well in settings of up to 500 producers per consumer, resulting in significantly improved scalability (compared to the original first level architecture) with respect to a variety of performance metrics.
Paradyn/MRNet is classified as L3.A because it is application-oriented and, in addition to consumer and producers, provides a configurable republisher for creating arbitrarily structured hierarchies of custom functionality.
RGMA (L3.G.S)
The Relational Grid Information Services Research Group of the Global Grid Forum supports the view that the only difference between information and monitoring services is that the data involved in the latter have to be timestamped [62] . To this end, they have built RGMA [12] as part of the EU DataGrid project; a framework which combines grid monitoring and information services based on the relational model. That is, RGMA defines the GMA components, and hence their interfaces, in relational terms.
Overview: In RGMA, producers are distinguished in five different classes but we limit our discussion in database and stream producers, which are indicative of the main concepts. Database producers are employed for static data stored in databases, whereas stream producers for dynamic data stored in memory resident circular buffers. New producers announce their relations (i.e., event types) using an SQL "create table" query, offer them via an SQL "insert" statement, and "drop" their tables when they cease to exist. A consumer is defined as an SQL "select" query. In order for a component to act as either a consumer or a producer, it has to instantiate a remote object (agent) and invoke methods from the appropriate (consumer or producer) API.
The global schema includes a core set of relations, while new relations can be dynamically created and dropped by producers as previously described. Republishers are defined as one or more SQL queries that provide a relational view on data received by producers or other republishers.
The registry holds the relations and views provided by database producers, stream producers and republishers. The registry includes the global schema and is centralised, while there are efforts for a distributed implementation. A mediator uses the information available in the registry and cooperates with consumers to dynamically construct query plans for queries that cannot be satisfied by a single relation (i.e., involving "joins" from several producers).
Remarks: RGMA is implemented in Java Servlets and its API is available for C++ and Java, while wrapper API implementations exist for C, Perl and Python. The RGMA implementation is considered stable but suffers in terms of performance [63] .
RGMA can be used as a standalone grid information service assuming information providers and consumers use the RGMA APIs. Some tools are available for supporting MDS2 information providers and consumers (i.e., using an LDAP interface) but in the cost of performance degradation.
Conceptually, RGMA provides access to the information of a Virtual Organisation's resources as if that was stored in a single RDBMS; there are plans for extending this concept across VOs. Overall, the system has a potential for good scalability given the (under development) replication of the global schema and the registry, and the combination of data sources into a hierarchy of republishers.
Related work
Most relevant to this survey, is a white paper [64] by the "Automatic Performance Analysis: Real Tools" (APART) working group. This paper provides a directory of grid-oriented performance analysis systems, which are characterised along a large number of features. The paper also underlines the lack of any single system that can serve the needs of all user classes. To this end, the paper suggests three groups of systems that combined can satisfy most user needs. As part of that integration, it is noted that a lot of effort is needed for the systems to interoperate.
Also relevant, though rather outdated, is a survey of selected grid monitoring tools in [65] . For a brief discussion of related work on monitoring systems evaluation see Section 9.
Other work includes, WatchTower [66] , a C++ library that allows applications to extract comprehensive In the sensors category, parenthesis denote non-comprehensive monitoring of related entities.
host and network monitoring events from Microsoft Win32 operating systems, and apply data reduction techniques; GridObserver [67] , a web front-end which appears rather similar to Ganglia (GridObserver was not classified due to limited available information); Ref.
[68] discusses a set of sampling methods that aim to minimise intrusiveness in large-scale systems; Refs. [69] and [70] have pointers to numerous web oriented systems and general-purpose network performance measurement tools, respectively.
Discussion
Tables 1-4 summarise the features of the systems considered in Sections 5-7. To start with, Tables 1 and  2 show the mapping of system components to that of GMA (as they were defined in Section 2.4), as well as characteristics of sensors and producer interactions.
GMA mapping: The registry functionality, if any, is provided either by standalone components or is partially (e.g., Mercury, Remos) or fully (e.g., MDS2, Hawkeye) provided by a republisher.
Most of the considered systems provide the tools for maintaining an archive into some form of a database (a relational DBMS, an XML DB, etc.) and some of them expose the archived data through a producer or a republisher interface (e.g., RGMA, CODE). MonALISA is interesting in that it provides the option of using In the sensors category, parenthesis denote non-comprehensive monitoring of related entities. an embedded or an external database per monitoring service. Sensors: Regarding the monitored entities, almost all of the considered systems support host and network events, though the degree of comprehensiveness greatly varies (e.g., NWS is primarily intended for networks, NetLogger and OCM-G for applications, etc.).
Recall from Section 2.1 that a sensor, may be either active or passive, depending on whether it actively performs measurements (e.g., using benchmarking algorithms) or passively collects performance data from platform-specific facilities. This is a tradeoff between intrusiveness on one hand, and potentially platformindependent results on the other. To this end, an ideal system would provide sensors in both types, to allow developers to choose whichever is appropriate for a given use. Apart from the application instrumentation systems (Autopilot, NetLogger, OCM-G, and the instrumentation service of SCALEA-G) which require active sensors, most of the considered systems employ passive sensors. Exceptions include NWS (both types) and Remos (active for WAN, passive for LAN links).
The managed property denotes whether dynamic sensor (de)activation is possible, which applies only to systems that support the push data delivery model. This is supported by all relevant systems except Ganglia and MDS2.
Producers: The last sections of Tables 1 and 2 refer to the supported data delivery models, between producers and republishers on one hand, and producers or republishers with consumers on the other (denoted as PR and PRC, respectively). Pull implies query-like interactions and push refers to either subscription or oneoff interactions. Event delivery in subscriptions can be conditional or unconditional (i.e., periodic). Periodic event delivery can guarantee measurements of a given frequency but is more intrusive. In managed sensors, the frequency of measurements may be dynamically configurable.
On-line application performance analysis and steering (as opposed to post mortem analysis) require a constant stream of events and thus are more suited for push data delivery, whereas infrequent queries are better served using pull mode. Particularly push-only systems without managed sensors typically impose excessive overhead. Ideally, both modes should be supported or otherwise unnecessary overhead is imposed (e.g., consumers establishing a short-lived subscription in place of a query, or constantly posing queries due to lack of subscriptions).
Events: In Tables 3 and 4 , the format field indicates the employed encoding of events, varying from heavyweight and self-describing approaches (XML) to very compact but rigid formats (XDR). In any case, the employed event format greatly affects a system's intrusiveness both in terms of host and network load for processing and transmitting events, respectively. Again, the ideal is to provide several options and let the user determine what is appropriate for any given case, as is with NetLogger's ULM and Autopilot's SDDF. Language/API: Co, J, Jp, Js, P, Py, W = CORBA, Java, Java Server Pages, Java Servlets, Perl, Python, WSDL/SOAP; Tools: V, W = Visualisation/Analysis GUI, Web front-end. Tables 3 and 4 also refer to the implementation language of the considered systems, the supported application programming interfaces (APIs) and tools, and whether the actual software is distributed through the Internet. The language itself is a good indication of a system's host overhead and overall performance; hence Java-based systems are normally expected to have a worse performance compared to C-based systems.
Implementation issues:
Concerning APIs, some of the production level projects feature many options, whereas there is a tendency (though not reflected in the tables) to provide WSDL/SOAP bindings for interfacing with OGSA.
In terms of tools, almost all of the considered systems provide a standalone visualisation GUI, a web front-end or both. Finally, most of the systems are freely available, though licence restrictions greatly vary.
Miscellany: The diversity of the considered systems is reflected in the key features row. These include high level abstractions, such as network and processor load predictions (NWS, Remos); a unified interface integrating other monitoring sources (GridRM); the organisation of monitoring information in custom views (e.g., in MDS one can have different GIIS servers for available software, processors, storage mediums and so on); the correlation of host-, network-and application-related events (NetLogger, OCM-G); the calculation of site-or VO-level load (Ganglia, GridICE), the conceptualisation of a VO's information services as a virtual DBMS (RGMA), etc. Concerning automatic actions, some systems can be configured to trigger specific commands under certain circumstances, to facilitate systems management (CODE, MapCenter, Hawkeye) or to allow the adaptation of applications to a dynamic environment (Autopilot, OCM-G, MonALISA, Mercury).
In terms of security, many systems provide authentication and/or authorisation via the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI). MonALISA employs X.509 certificates for the secure management, upgrade and deployment of agents.
Evaluation: With respect to evaluation of monitoring systems, we note, in agreement with [64] , that the existing work is very limited. Mercury has been recently reported as coping well with the high load posed by application monitoring based on GRM, whereas RGMA's performance has been proven insufficient for the same purpose [71] . An earlier paper [31] compares design characteristics of GRM and NetLogger, and argues that the latter suffers in terms of performance and robustness.
Another study [63] describes a performance comparison of Hawkeye and a few versions of Globus MDS2 and RGMA. One of the main conclusions is that caching of events is most important for the performance of all system components. Hawkeye, with the exception of the producer (agent), which does not employ caching, generally appears to be more stable and efficient in terms of imposed host load. Throughput and response time vary considerably among different versions and components of every system. According to the study, RGMA's producers and registry appear to be less scalable with respect to the number of concurrent users and sensors (referred as information collectors). Among the proposed suggestions is that (i) the republishers of the considered systems should be connected to less than 100 producers; (ii) the number of concurrent consumers should be less than 400, 500 and 600 for RGMA, MDS and Hawkeye, respectively.
Remarks: One can easily see the lack of coordination, hence the overlapping functionality, between projects. Also evident is the diversity of APIs and protocols which, along with implied or explicit but custom semantics of event types, lead to interoperability problems. Coordination is clearly a political issue and one can only hope that there will be a driving force to encourage consolidation or at least some form of closer cooperation.
However, interoperability is more of a technical problem. Communication paradigms and protocols in the considered systems vary from sockets (Mercury, NWS), LDAP (MDS2), Java RMI (JAMM), and web services (NetLogger's pyGMA, CODE, Topomon, MDS3 and MonALISA). GGF's producer-consumer protocol [13] is not sufficient because it is more of a methodology for designing producer-consumer interactions using web services rather than a protocol specification. Also, there is no commonly agreed event schema either because of systems addressing (slightly) different problems or due to different views of the same problems.
This problem can be faced in two ways; either agree on a widely accepted platform-independent (e.g., web services-based) protocol and event schema and assume its adoption by monitoring systems, or extend information services to interoperate with a diverse set of monitoring sources in order to collect and transform events to a common schema (e.g., GridRM, MonALISA). The former places much less overhead on information services and thus allows for better performance and scalability, but requires a consensus on protocols and semantics. In the latter approach, information services are very likely to become performance bottlenecks given the need to implement several protocols and normalise collected events.
In addition to interoperability, which is a major obstacle for connecting the existing grid installations into a worldwide Grid, there is also the scalability requirement. In a worldwide Grid context, there is a need for highly scalable monitoring services [72] (i) to build efficient, Grid-wide resource discovery end-user applications or services, such as resource brokers [73] , search engines [74] or directories of grid resources, or (ii) to provide a variety of "global view" services to enhance the understanding of the Grid.
Grid search engines may provide to users and programs an efficient means of resolving complex, largescope queries (i.e., involving the combination of information from many organisations). However, end-users may not be able to specify exactly their needs or be unaware of the resources that are available throughout the Grid. To this end, resource directories will support end-users to find the appropriate matches through a browsable list of resources, offered in a variety of classifications. The latter can be based on criteria such as discipline (in case of collaborations, data repositories, and on-line instruments), sharing policy, physical location (e.g., continent, country, city), administration hierarchy (e.g., virtual organisation, organisation, department) supported quality of service guarantees, hardware and software specifications, and so on.
On the other hand, global view services, similarly to Netcraft [75] and Alexa [76] for the worldwide web, will provide a comprehensive quantitative and qualitative characterisation of the Grid throughout time. This will help to understand the dynamics of the Grid, support long-term capacity planning and contribute to its realistic modelling and simulation by answering questions such as: how many are the grid resources in the public worldwide Grid; what is their distribution among sites; which resource types are rare or popular; which grid sites are most reliable; how these numbers evolve throughout time; how does the Grid's evolution relates to that of the Internet.
Summary
This paper introduced the problem of grid monitoring, including associated concepts, requirements and stages. It also outlined the Grid Monitoring Architecture of the Global Grid Forum and mapped its components to phases of distributed systems monitoring. More importantly, a taxonomy was defined to allow the classification of monitoring systems with respect to (i) compliance to core GMA components; (ii) main target of monitored entities; and (iii) whether a system can or has to operate on top of another system. The taxonomy should be applicable to all monitoring systems because its categories are specified with respect to fundamental monitoring functions (i.e., generation, processing, distribution and consumption of monitoring data). Furthermore, the taxonomy was used to classify a diverse set of monitoring systems, ranging from application instrumentation tools to standalone Grid Information Services.
In addition, the paper underlined, in agreement with [64] , the need for more coordination and interoperability among existing and future monitoring projects, given the currently overlapping functionality and lack of consensus regarding the employed protocols and semantics. Finally, an unexplored field was identified in the context of global monitoring, and motivated in terms of potential applications.
